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Market Insight from the Harvard House Group

January is just another month, and while 
it might be the first month of the calendar 
year, it is merely a sequential repeat of a 
long-standing tradition called a ‘month’. 
So why is it that January produces this 
phenomenon known as “New Year 
Resolutions”? Is it possibly because the 
holiday festivities give us time to pause 
and consider, or is it maybe because 
the inability to pull that new outfit over 
a ‘pudding’ sculpted body is a force of 

circumstance too strong to ignore? Either way, contemplation 
or force of circumstance are probably the key drivers of most 
changes of human activity when measured on a global scale. 

Circumstance may the biggest risk to investors at this time. 
2016 was unprecedented in the way it delivered market 
shocking events. 2016 started completely on the back foot 
after the surprise firing of Finance Minister Nene. June 
produced Brexit while November closed out a crazy year with 
Donald Trump storming to the White House. The result was 
the second year of single digit stock market returns and has 
resulted in many investors nervously eyeing cash deposits as 
a more exciting prospect. Thus it would seem that January is 
certainly a good moment to take a pause and contemplate the 
future. In that vein, we think there are 3 major considerations 
to be evaluated before taking any drastic action.

1. What is the circumstance that is causing your concern?
Stock markets have over 200 years of global history. In that 
time frame a number of characteristics have been noted 
repeatedly:
•	 Stock Markets experience volatility.
•	 Uncertainty in the environment either politically, 

economically or socially are key drivers of volatility.
•	 Markets do go through periods of correction either via 

rapid fall (crash) or ‘sideways’ movement over time.
•	 Notwithstanding these characteristics, Stock Markets still 

provide the best opportunity to grow wealth and income 
faster than inflation.

The events of 2016 have certainly created uncertainty and 
resulted in its’ twin - market volatility. In addition, the market 
has not exceeded the return on cash for the last 2 calendar 

years.  In this environment, the allure of that fixed interest rate 
offered by the local bank is compelling. We believe however 
that such a decision will introduce a more complicated 
decision – when to reinvest to the market. This may lead 
to a much more destructive problem - a failure to enjoy the 
recovery. We would also caution against the salesman who is 
suggesting that his alternative is above these travails. While 
he may be ahead of your current service provider, it is likely 
because he is either more exposed to cash, or his stocks that 
lost money over the last three years are enjoying a rebound 
rally. We re-iterate a long held and well researched notion, that 
it is impossible to time the market with any sustained success.

2. What is your portfolio objective?
Harvard House clients are largely spread across three mandate 
categories, Growth, Balanced and Income. Invariably these 
define the income position of the portfolio. Growth mandates 
are about future income, Balanced mandates are about some 
income now with more income required later, and Income 
mandates are about maximum income now.

If the mandate is Growth or Balanced, then point 1 is highly 
relevant. Do not be swayed by what is a normal market 
dynamic. While jumping to cash, or another provider 
promising exceptional ability to time the market, might be 
tempting, neither is likely to prove as successful as staying on 
your current course.

If the mandate is an Income mandate, then what is most 
important is whether the income continues to be met without 
having to sell capital. This is probably the most critical point 
in difficult times. If your income is independent of the capital 
value, then you are no different to the wealthiest of investors 
who can safely collect their income and wait for the inevitable 
recovery ahead.

3. Do you have realistic expectations?
A famous researcher, Dan Airley, has proved that humans 
cannot make decisions outside of comparison. He further 
proves that expectations can be managed by the nature of 
the comparison created. The period 2009 to 2013 delivered 
a compound annual growth rate of 14.71% per annum on 
the stock market.  This represented, on average, a 9% per 
annum return better than inflation. Is it therefore possible that 
expectations are unrealistic? 

In other cases, investors may well be in the position where 
they are demanding income in excess of what the underlying 
assets can realistically generate. At present cash is producing 
an income yield of around 6.6% per annum, listed property 
8% per annum, the bond market 8.5% per annum and shares or 
equity 3.5% per annum. If your income draw as a percentage 
of your overall capital base exceeds these numbers, then 
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there is no doubt that the stock market is the only place with 
the potential to make up the difference. This is however not 
without risk and is especially evident in sideways or declining 
markets. We believe that the optimum level for income and 
growth is between 4% -5% per annum. 
At this income level, we believe we can 
comfortably provide the income and 
substantially grow wealth into the future.  

2016 was a very tough year both 
economically and politically and both 
locally and abroad. However there appear 
to be some ‘green shoots’ of optimism for 
2017 (see Intuition Jan 2017 – 4 ½ Reasons 
to be Optimistic for 2017). To illustrate 
how even a slightly better 2017 can make 
up for a couple of static years we refer you 
to the table below which reflects the actual performance of 
various asset classes over the past three years, together with 
projections for 2017 and 2018. In addition, we have tabulated 
the growth of an investment of R 1 million at the start of 2014 
using these reported and projected figures.

While it may certainly be true that your investment may have 

been better off in cash over the last two years rather than in the 
stock market, the 2017 column illustrates that even a modest 
performance for the market this year could produce a very 
satisfactory result on the bottom line.  

Hopefully these points and illustrations will assist clients 
in making informed investment resolutions for 2017. The 
year is unlikely to see a reduction in political posturing and 
outrageous statements by the incumbent leadership, as this is 
the nature of the beast. The hardest part of being invested in 
the market is staying the course through the difficult times.

annual returns 2014 2015 2016 2017e 2018e
Inflation 5.1 5.4 6.8 5.8 5.1
Cash 5.4 6.5 7.4 6.5 6.0
equities 10.9 5.1 2.6 10.0 12.0

Market Value of r1 million invested
Inflation 1,051,000 1,107,754 1,182,638 1,251,231 1,315,044
Cash 1,054,000 1,122,510 1,205,239 1,283,580 1,360,594
equities 1,109,000 1,165,559 1,196,097 1,315,706 1,473,591

“My name is Ozymandias, king of kings”
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains.”

From “Ozymandias of Egypt” by Percy Bysshe Shelley

Our modern world is driven by the 
technological revolution. Does anyone 
in business not receive 50 emails / text 
messages a day?  If we can look past 
the daily overload, without being totally 
swamped by it, then we might focus on a 
few key factors that affect all of us, such as 
Brexit, a Trump Presidency, and dubious 
members of our own government.

Does anyone ever look back 2000 years? 
The Greeks laid the foundations of our modern era. The 
Roman Empire built on that, and today our law is based on 
European Law.  Students have studied the classics - Latin and 

Greek - for centuries at Cambridge and Oxford. Then came 
the era of Empire.

Those of us born in the West with European heritage 
can’t escape the cultural roots of the ancient Greeks and 
Romans that weave a 2000-year-old tapestry into our lives, 
almost unnoticed. Their innovations in law, politics, social 
convention, and military organisation, laid the foundation 
for the development of the modern, liberal state. The Greeks 
may have helped define what it meant to be a citizen with its 
attendant rights and responsibilities, but it was the Romans 
who used that civic contract to form the first modern empire. 
It was an empire built of extraordinary self-belief, superior 
military power and relative cultural sophistication that came 
to dominate the known world and provide a blueprint for all 
other empire builders to the modern day. Yet, as every school 
boy knows, the Romans descended from supreme commander 
of its dominions, to a chaotic and puny shadow of its former 
self, as excessive cost, lack of self-discipline and hypocrisy 
replaced the vibrancy of its efficient colonial machine.

The Dutch had an expansive empire, driven by the Dutch East 
India Company. Its trading success helped make Amsterdam 
the financial capital of Europe for a time, and it proved to 
be a stunningly good investment. By the time the company 
was wound up in 1796 it had paid an annual average return of 
18% on the original capital subscribed, according to Harvard 
University historian, Niall Ferguson. This was, arguably, the 
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founding era of modern colonial trade, enforced at the point of 
a musket and plenty of gunpowder. 

Europeans then competed with each other to grab trading 
rights across the globe. While the Dutch and British headed 
to Africa, India and Asia to trade in spices, the Spanish and 
Portuguese and their conquistadors sailed west to the Americas 
and plundered gold and silver from the hapless natives. No 
one should be deceived. It was superior military fire power 
that enabled the colonial powers to establish their colonies.

The Granddaddy of them all was the British Empire. It was 
through naval dominance that the British achieved more 
than any other colonial power and made Britain exceedingly 
wealthy.  By 1930 Britain ruled 25% of all people on the 
planet.  When I was a boy, the world map was covered in 
pink, from Canada, to India, Australia and South Africa. The 
Empire took so many folk away from their English homes, 
and they settled all over the world, because they provided the 
Government in each country. The Viceroy of India was a well-
known and powerful figure in world politics.

This whole period spanned about 500 years, when the 
Caucasian Peoples ruled the world. Africa was known as the 
Dark Continent, because the people were perceived to be 
uneducated, and therefore it was a savage and barbaric place 
to explore. No one considered that all societies have their 
rulers, and their customs. Consider King Dingaan, and King 

Shaka of our own Zulu Nation.  Suffice to say that they were 
not Caucasian, so there was a great need to enlighten, and 
educate the world. These white skinned peoples - English, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, German, were just too powerful 
for others to withstand them. The great heroes were all military 
men - such as Napoleon Bonaparte, The Duke of Wellington, 
Admiral Nelson, Clive of India, and General Kitchener of 
Karthoum. They not only conquered the world, but they 
installed Governments to control and educate the “others”. 
They also repatriated great wealth to the home Countries. You 
only have to go to the Tower of London to see the stunning 
Crown Jewels brought home from all corners of the Empire.

However, it was more than that. It was all about trade, and the 
Caucasians had invented the Industrial Revolution. The great 
industrialists exported everything including ships, weapons, 
and textiles, and financial knowledge. In those days, payments 
were made in gold, which was considered the only true money. 
The world was on a Gold Standard, and there was no inflation. 
If you could not pay for goods purchased in gold, then you 
were an outsider. The gold, silver and jewels poured into the 
Empire Builders… a legacy which still exists to this day.

But all good things come to an end.  Despite all the wealth which 
flowed to Home Countries, wars and the cost of government 
of foreign countries took their toll. It was all too expensive. 
The British Empire started its decline with the outbreak of 
World War One in 1913, when it was forced to go off the Gold 

the BrItIsh eMPIre In the early 20th century

The greatest of all imperial empires was the British one covering nearly a quarter of the world’s landmass and nearly as many 
of its peoples. However, the early 20th century represented the peak.
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Standard.  By 1947, India was a free country. In 1961, South 
Africa left the Commonwealth of Nations, and one by one, 
colonial ruled countries declared their independence. By the 
end of World War Two, all the great empires were gone.

More importantly, the majority will always break free, 
eventually, from rule by the minority. The lesson from Rome 
onwards is a simple one: a minority occupying power will 
only maintain dominance over the majority while the high 
cost of the corresponding and necessary military force to do so 
has the political support back home. The moment that support 
dwindles the empire crumbles rapidly.  The Late Richard 
Russell, who wrote Dow Theory Letters, forecast the end of 
apartheid by accurately predicting that 4 million whites could 
not control 48 million peoples of other skin hues. The will to 
do so, the cost of human life, and the cost in monetary terms, 
was never going to be sustainable.  

The US Super Power

This is where it gets more curious than ever. Europe could 
not continue with Empire, 
after two World Wars, which 
killed nearly 100 million of 
the finest men available - 58 
million in World War Two 
alone - and the cost of waging 
continual war. The wars of 
Empire had already taken 
their toll, and the riches had 
been spent. The US emerged 
from all this turmoil and 
carnage as the only real Super 
Power, although the Cold War 
of 1960 -1990, until the fall of Communism, also suggested 
that Russia was a Super Power. It never was one, except in 
military terms. After the collapse of the Berlin Wall, it was 
seen to be very poor in economic terms. It still is so today, 
despite the antics of President Putin. The collapse in the oil 
price, and sanctions by the West after the annexation of the 
Crimea, have taken a major toll on the Russian economy.

So the US reigns supreme. The US has never been invaded, 
but it supported its allies. It made huge money by selling 
arms and weapons of war to the Allies in both World Wars. It 
emerged more prosperous than any other nation has ever been. 
It had the oil in those days, it had the industry - think General 
Motors, General Electric, IBM, Du Pont Chemicals, Exxon, 
and of course the Goldman Sachs of the financial world.

But it has done two things differently to all other Empires. 
It never tried to rule other countries, as the British did in 
India, for example, and it never plundered the wealth of other 

nations to bring the wealth home. It established its supremacy 
by military might, and by superior trading ability. It always 
assumed that it was so rich, that it could pay whatever it takes 
to police the world. The policing of the world was to keep the 
world free of communism- other than China and Russia - and 
to keep it free of terrorism. It still appears to believe that that 
is the role which it is destined to play in the future.

It was the wise Chinaman, who said, “This too shall pass 
away”.  The toll of war is endless throughout   history. The 
cost of fighting a war, and the human toll in capable lives 
lost, takes its toll on all empires. I have believed for 45 years 
that the Vietnam War saw the pinnacle of US power, and that 
it has been declining ever since. The headlines of American 
dominance, however, mask the subtle rhyming of history; a 
repeat of the lessons of all the empire builders who have gone 
before it. America, like Britain and Rome, has allowed the 
hubris of its dominance to cloud its financial and political 
judgment. The cost of sustaining its global network of 
influence and playing the role of global policeman is immense. 
America has spent more on its military than any other country 

over the last 40 years. The 
United States spends more 
on its military than the next 
seven countries combined or 
about $600 billion per year, 
according to the Stockholm 
International Peace Research 
Institute.

Just think for a moment about 
an earlier comment. Britain 
was forced off the Gold 
Standard in 1913, because 

the Pound could not sustain its value.  President Richard 
Nixon severed the final link between the dollar and gold on 
15 August 1971, because the cost of the Vietnam War had 
caused the cumulative deficits to rise to $11 billion. Yes, that 
is the correct number - $11 billion. One dollar bought 400 yen 
in those days; today it only buys 120 yen. The severance of 
the dollar to gold allowed the US to borrow as much money 
as it needed, in order to police the world. Today, the US has 
debts of $20 trillion, which dwarfs anything else ever seen in 
history.

Every four years, US congress has to approve an increase in 
the debt ceiling. Often, the Democrats and the Republicans 
cannot agree on the increase, so the ruling goes down to 
the wire to the eleventh minute of the eleventh hour, to the 
point where the US Government cannot pay the salaries of its 
employees. That hardly smacks of super power status to me. 
The interesting thing is that the debt ceiling will raise its head 
again for debate in March 2017, yet no one is mentioning the 

“The	US	has	never	been	
invaded,	but	it	supported	
its	allies.	It	made	huge	
money	by	selling	arms	and	
weapons	of	war	to	the	Allies	
in	both	World	Wars.”
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possibility of a looming problem.

Look at it from the angle of interest rates. We have commented 
ad nauseam that interest rates have been at their lowest for 
200 years. Since the Financial Crisis, interest rates in the US 
fell to 0.25%, where they have remained for nine years. They 
remained unchanged at 0.25% from March 2009 to December 
2015. Then the US Federal Reserve raised them by 0.25% to 
0.50% in December 2015. The whole financial world hung on 
every word from the Chairman, and everyone expected two 
or three more increases in 2016. We got one in December, 
when the US Federal Reserve raised interest rates by 0.25% 
to 0.75%.

I have written recently about the effect that this ten-year policy 
has had on pensions and 
retirement payments.  It is just 
not normal in historic terms, 
and no pension calculation 
can work when a normal 5% 
return on compulsory pension 
investments- government 
stock - in historic terms, 
suddenly yields less than 
1% for a ten-year period. 
But cast your mind back a 
little further, and think what 
a bonus the US Government 
has given to itself over that period. If you owe $20 trillion, 
then the amount of interest that you have to pay is CRUCIAL 
to the government budgets, and economic policy. 0.25% is the 
greatest gift of self-interest ever shown to the financial world. 
Now the US Federal Reserve is desperate to raise interest rates 
to a “more normal level”, and President Trump has indicated 
that he wants to re-build the infrastructure of America, and 
make America great again - by borrowing money that he does 
not have.

There is another consequence to American style Empire. 
They win the military action, but they choose not to impose 
government structures after the War. So they lose the peace 
- every time. There is a political vacuum. Think Iraq, and 
the rise of militant Islam. Think Afghanistan - what were the 
British doing there? Churchill reported in 1895, and I quote, 
“Make an enemy of a Taliban for one day, and you make an 
enemy of him for 1000 years”. How prophetic was that? Then 
more recently, a British Sky News reporter asked a Taliban 
Commander how he saw the war in Afghanistan, and I quote: 
“Oh, it is very simple. You have the watch, (the military) we 
have the time. We will kill you one at a time, one day at a 
time, one month at a time - for one year, or for fifty years, 
or for a hundred years, until you decide that the military cost 
is too great, and the human sacrifice too great, and then you 

will withdraw”. Powerful words. The war lasted just another 
eight years, and then both the US, and Britain, made plans for 
disengagement.

Libya is another example of US and British interference. 
There was a total political vacuum, which was filled by 
Arab / terrorist groups, leaving a void which has been filled 
by thousands of migrants heading for Europe. Now we have 
Syria, where the on-going war has already lasted longer than 
the whole of the Second World War. Where was Policeman 
America?  Nowhere to be seen. Another vacuum and millions 
of refugees streaming into Europe. Why was America not 
there? Because the will to police the world is receding and the 
cost is too great.

Middle-class folk in the 
western democracies are 
concerned. Ask those who 
voted for Brexit. They all have 
an uneasy sense that “things 
ain’t what they used to be”.  
The rich and powerful middle 
classes, who reigned supreme 
in the days of Empire, are all 
gone. The socialist policies of 
the dole, the National Health 
System, the free transport, 
free schools, free heating for 

those over 60 years, and so on, are just not affordable any 
more. The jobs have gone to China, India, Bangladesh, Korea, 
Vietnam, and life is distinctly uncomfortable.

America finds itself in the same boat. Who voted Trump into 
power? The same white middle class American who, like his 
or her British counterpart, is not happy with life. Countless 
sons and daughters have been lost in combat. The US has not 
gained one inch of territory. It does not govern anyone else. It 
has not ever had to defend its own territory, because the US 
has never been invaded by a foreign power. The wars produce 
no concrete benefit for ordinary Americans. Their jobs are 
lost to the globalisation of the World Economy, and savings 
produce a miserly return of less than 1%. Just consider that 
savings of $100 000 produce just $750 a year in interest - 
barely enough to buy two meals in New York.

Trouble is brewing in the Far East. The rise of China as a 
military power is relentless.  The country has millions of 
humans who can be “cannon fodder”.  The Communist Party 
does not take “NO” for an answer.  China will claim the South 
China Sea for her own.  She already thinks of Taiwan as a 
province of China. The US has pacts to defend both Taiwan 
and the independence of the South China Sea for her allies 
(whoever they might be). Will she go to war, if called upon to 

“Who	voted	Trump	into	
power?	The	same	white	
middle	class	American	
who,	like	his	or	her	British	
counterpart,	is	not	happy	
with	life.”
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do so? Is it her fight, and does she really have the will to fight 
China, or the financial muscle to sustain a military conflict 
for a long period of time?  China will fight for decades, and 
is much closer to the action. Where is the Super Power of 
the West and what will its role be? It has already changed - 
witness the withdrawal from Afghanistan, and the hands-off 
approach to Syria for six years. Now Trump wants to reduce 
the commitment to NATO, or at least reduce the 70% share 
of the total cost which is borne by the US. Yet again, over 
500 years of history, the cost of Empire - or the role of World 
Policeman - is too great to be sustainable for any length of 
time.

We have had major uncertainty in the world in 2016. Taking 
the longer picture, I think that it is here to stay. We at Harvard 
House do believe that 2017 will be a better year for the 
American economy, the world economy, and our own. But the 
debt ceiling and rising interest rates should not be ignored. 
Does the US Federal Reserve have the option of raising 
interest rates, when the debt owed to its creditors might spiral 
to 22 trillion, or more, and at higher rates of interest? This is 
one of the reasons why Obamacare is a problem and was not 
warmly welcomed. The cost is too high and the debt incurred 
is, over the long term, unsustainable.

Conclusion

America has not built an Empire, based on acquisition of land, 
the governance of people, and the acquisition of wealth.  It 

has built an Empire of debt.  The US stock market has risen 
from 18259 on 08 November 2016, when Trump was elected 
President, to a high of 20,068 on 25 January 2016. Trump 
wants to cut the rate of corporate tax from 35% to 15%, 
and to increase government expenditure.  The US market 
has confounded the doomsayers, and clearly is giving a big 
welcome to a businessman in the White House. We have stated 
many times that the function of the market is to discount the 
future. The future looks good, and re-inforces our view that 
2017 will be a better year for our market than the performance 
of the past two years.

Debts do matter, but they show up in the change in one 
currency versus another. Post Brexit, the pound has sunk to 
a 31-year low, but the UK economy expanded by 0.5% in the 
third quarter of 2016. This rate of growth was above its long-
term average, and was also ahead of expectations. George 
Osborne was determined to reduce the deficit created by 
excessive government borrowing, but he is out of office, and 
the new chancellor, Philip Hammond, has already stated that 
it is not a feasible goal to pay off, or even reduce, government 
debt.

A country cannot go bankrupt. The world judges its worth 
by the value of its currency, so while we believe that 2017 
will be a better year for our economy and our stock market, 
movements in currencies are likely to play a significant role in 
the direction of share price movements.

the chInsese MIlItary Is enorMous and growIng

The Chinese government, with its military might, is asserting itself in its sphere of influence, particularly Asia, just as Britain 
and America have done before it.
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Our	next	Insight	seminar	will	return	to	a	topic	that	we	
last	discussed	a	few	years	ago	–	how	to	simplify	your	
estate	and	reduce	the	stress	for	your	surviving	spouse	
(or	heirs).	The	seminar	will	cover	changes	to	legislation,	
changes	to	taxation,	and	our	experience	of	administering	
estates	 and	 what	 the	 most	 common	 pitfalls	 are.	 

Please	 RSVP	 to	 Clare	 Mitchell	 on	 033	 3302164	 or	
clarem@hhgroup.co.za.	Please	note	 that	we	will	host	
two	seminars	–	one	morning	session	and	one	evening	
session	in	order	to	alleviate	congestion	and	make	the	
events	more	accessible.	Both	seminars	will	take	place	
at	Fernhill	Hotel.

For	 more	 information	 on	 the	 range	 of	 products	 and	
services	 offered	 by	 Harvard	 House	 Investment	
Management	and	its	associated	companies	(including	
Harvard	 House,	 Chartered	 Accountants),	 or	 for	 any	
financial	advice,	please	contact	the	Company	at:

INsIght semINars:

disclaimer:
The	information	contained	in	this	newsletter	comes	from	sources	believed	to	be	reliable,	but	Harvard	House	Investment	Management	
(Pty)	Ltd	,	Harvard	House	Financial	Services	Trust,	Harvard	House	Insurance	Brokers	and	Harvard	House,	Chartered	Accountants	
(collectively	known	as	the	Harvard	House	Group),	do	not	warrant	its	completeness	or	accuracy.		Opinions,	estimates	and	assumptions	
constitute	our	judgment	as	of	the	date	hereof	and	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.		Past	performance	is	not	indicative	of	future	
results.		This	material	is	not	intended	as	an	offer	or	solicitation	for	the	purchase	or	sale	of	any	financial	instrument.	Any	investor	who	
wishes	to	invest	with	the	Company	should	seek	additional	advice	from	an	authorized	representative	of	the	firm.	The	Company	accepts	
no	liability	whatsoever	for	any	loss	or	damages	whatsoever	and	howsoever	incurred,	or	suffered,	resulting,	or	arising,	from	the	use	of	
this	newsletter.	The	contents	of	this	newsletter	does	not	constitute	advice	as	contemplated	in	the	Financial	Advisory	and	Intermediary	
Services	Act	(FAIS)	of	2002.
 
The	Harvard	House	unit	trusts	are	registered	under	Boutique	Collective	Investments.		Custodian:	Standard	Executors	&	Trustees:		Tel	
(021)	007-1500.		Collective	Investments	are	generally	medium	to	long	term	investments.	The	value	of	participating	interests	may	go	
down	as	well	as	up	and	past	performance	is	not	necessarily	a	guide	to	the	future.	Collective	Investments	are	traded	at	ruling	prices	and	
can	engage	in	script	lending.		Forward	pricing	is	used.	Commission	and	incentives	may	be	paid	and	if	so,	are	included	in	the	overall	cost.		
This	fund	may	be	closed	to	new	investors.		Collective	Investment		prices	are	calculated	on	a	Net	Asset	Value	basis	and	auditor’s	fees,	
bank	charges,	trustee	and	RSC	levies	are	levied	against	the	portfolio.	The	portfolio	manager	may	borrow	up	to	10%	of	portfolio	NAV	to	
bridge	insufficient	liquidity.			Boutique	Collective	Investments	is	a	member	of	ASISA	and	is	an	authorised	Financial	Services	Provider.		
Should	you	have	any	 further	queries	or	complaints	 regarding	 the	suite	of	units	 trusts	offered	by	The	Harvard	House	Group	please	
contact:		Boutique	Collective	Investments	Call	Centre,	Tel:	(021)	007-1500,	Email:		clientservices@bcis.co.za.		For	your	information,	the	
FAIS	ombudsman	provides	an	independent	and	objective	advisory	service.		Should	you	not	be	satisfied	with	the	outcome	of	a	complaint	
handled	by	Boutique	Collective	Investments,	please	write	to,	The	Ombudsman,	PO	Box	74571,	Lynnwoodridge,	0040.		Telephone	(012)	
470	9080/99.		Fax	(012)	348	3447.		Email:		info@faisombud.co.za
 
Harvard	House	Investment	Management	(Pty)	Ltd*,	Licence	no:	675			 Harvard	House	Insurance	Brokers*,	License	no.		44138	
 
Harvard	House	Financial	Services	Trust*,	Licence no:	7758	 	 *	Authorised	financial	service	providers	in	terms	of	FAIS	(2002)

natal MIdlands
Topic: Surviving	your	death
Date: 28th	of	March	2017
Venue: Fernhill	Hotel

Midmar	/	Tweedie		Road
(almost	opposite	entrance	to	
Midmar

Morning	Time: 10am	for	10.30am
Evening	Time: 5.30pm	for	6pm

harVard house grouP
G 3	Harvard	Street,	Howick,	3290,	South	Africa

+ P.O.	Box	235,	Howick,	3290,	South	Africa

( +27	(0)	33	330	2164

7 +27	(0)	33	330	2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za

W www.hhgroup.co.za
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